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I. SUMMARY OF PROGRESS

This report describes work performed under grant No. DE-FGO3-88ER13911 for the period

June 15, 1988 through June 14, 1989. During this time, significant progress was made in the derivation

of the fundamental equations describing suspensions and multicomponent fluid flow.

We first considered a system consisting of n spherical heavy (Brownian) particles of mass M

immersed in a bath of N spherical particles of mass m (suspensions). The deviations of the bath

from equilibrium are due to the nonequilibrium motions of the Brownian particles. The densities of

the bath and of a Brownian particle are similar. An expansion in powers of the mass ratio,

e = (m/M) 1/2, yields a Fokker-Planck equation for the distribution function of the Brownian

particles, W(R n, pn t), including the effects of direct and hydrodynamic interactions amongst these

particles. The effect of the Brownian particle motion on the bath properties has also been

described. The conditions under which a closed equation for the coordinate space distribution

function, R(R n, t), can be obtained have been investigated and a Smoluchowski equation for this

quantity has been derived.

The techniques utilized above were then applied to a system containing n Brownian

particles of arbitrary shape in a bath of N spherical bath particles. In this more general case, we

have also obtained a Fokker-Planck equation [Equation (44)] for the distribution function

W(Qn ph, t), where Qn and pn denote the generalized coordinates and momenta of the Brownian

particles. The treatment includes translation, rotation and internal motions (vibrations). The

effects of the Brownian particle motion on the bath have been described [see Equation (66)] and a

Smoluchowski equation [Equation (96)] for the distribution function R(Q n, t) has been derived. The

conditions under which the translational and rotational motions can be separated have been

studied. The derivation of these fundamental equations for nonspherical Brownian particles are
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described in Sections II and III. A specific example for an ellipsoidal Brownian particle is given in

Section W, which illustrates some of the simplifications due to symmetries in certain problems.

The equations of hydrodynamics for multicomponent systems have been derived. The

special case in which a solute molecu:e is much larger than a solvent molecule has been treated and

new expressions for the chemical potentials in this system have been obtained. Multicomponent

hydrodynamics will be considered further during the second year of the grant and results will be

documented in future reports.

i: II. FOKKER-PLANCK DESCRIPTION OF SUSPENSIONS

.,_ We wish to study the conditions under which a Fokker-Planck (or generalized Fokker-

i_!_ Planck) equation can be used to study the time..dependence of a reduced distribution function. In

particular, is the Fokker-Planck equation a suitable starting point for studying the reduced

distribution function for heavy particles suspended in a fluid of light particles (the bath)?

A. Hamiltonian and the Equations of Motion

We consider an overall system consisting of n identical, non-spherical, heavy particles of

mass M with internal degrees of freedom irnrnersed in ,_bath of N identical particles of mass rn. The

deviations of the, bath from equilibrium are due tt_ the non-equilibrium motions of the heavy

particles. We assume that all interaction potentials are short-range and that the densities of the

heavy particles and of the bath are similar.

The generalized coordinates and momenta of the ath heavy particle are denoted by QcLand

Pa, respectively. These quantities are of two types: those describing the translational and

rotational motions of the particle as a whole will be denoted by QaB, PuB =-Xo_B; those describing

2
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the internal motions (vibrations) of the particle will be denoted by Qc_I, Pc_I- Xc_l. The motions

described by XaB are slow due to the heavy mass of the pal'ticle and the subscript B stands for

Brownian. The motions described by Xa./need not be slow but we shall assume that they are weakly

coupled to the bath, The n heavy particles will be called the system.

The Hamiltonian Hs(Xs) for the n interacting heavy particles can be written:

H s(X s) = H B (X B) + H l (Xi) + V(Q), (1)

where Xs _ Q, P; XB - QB, PB and XI mQI, PI. Here, Q stands for all the generalized coordinates of

the n heavy particles, QB stands for ali the generalized translational and rotational coordinates for
!

the particles as a whole, etc. The first term on the RHS of Equation (1) is a sum of one particle terms

:_!,:_i!;'.l, describing the kinetic energies of translation and rotation. The second term on the RHS of Equation

_:_: (1) is a sum of one particle terms describing the kinetic and potential energies of the internal motions

of the heavy particles. Within each particle, there will be a sum of terms for each mode of

vibration. At a later stage, these modes will be assumed to be harmonic, for simplicity. The third

term on the RHS of Equation (1) describes the interactions among the heavy particles; it is a sum of

two-body terms each of which goes to zero when the center of mass separation of the two particles is

larger than _s'

The generalized coordinates and momenta of the ith bath particle will be denoted by qi and

Pi, respectively. The Hamiltonian for the N bath particles is given by

N

Hv(X v) = _ Hi(qi,Pi) + U(q) (2)
i=l

3



where Xv =-q, p and q, p denotes all of the generalized coordinates, momenta of the N bath particles.

The quantity Hi is the Hamiltonian for the ith isolated particle. 'The interaction among the bath

particles is given by U which is a sum of two particle terms each of which goes to zero when the

center of mass separation of the two bath particles is greater than _v.

The Hamiltonian for the overall system consisting of the N bath particles and the n heavy

particles is given by:

H (X s ,Xv)=Hs(Xs) +Hv(Xv) +O(q,Q) , (3)

where • describes the interaction between the bath particles and the heavy particles. It is again a

sum of two-body terms

n N

a=l i =1

where _ goes to zero when the center of n_ss separation between the ith bath particle and the sth

heavy particle is larger than _.

The Hamilton equations of motion for the overall system a,'":

qi = °_Hv api ' Pi =- a H v/aqi -o_/c1 qi (5a)

' aHB 9V 90 '
QaB = dHB /°_ PaB ' P =

aB d QaB a QaB ¢1QaB (5b)

Qc_l = a_p--'--_- ' Pa/ = a_Q_ r_Qod °_Qad (5c)

la_ ,,q'l' IP'I_IPl' ' ' 'Ii.... I_.... II '" ,. 'IIi I ii ........ iii,, ' IIIIP'I " 'lrll , vr .,_ ,, ,111"_"1II III" a'_.... II1'' "," 'i_' , ' _,,' ,r._"",, l'lI'"



m 1/2

There are two smallness parameters in this system: one of them, c = (_--) < < 1, is due to the

difference in masses of a heavy particle and a bath particle; the other, _ << 1, is associated with

the weak coupling of the internal modes of the heavy particles with the bath,

We recall 1,2 that we obtain simple Fokker-Planck or Langevin descriptions of Brownian

motion when the momentum of the Brownian particle obeys the inequalities:

(M /m)lp I> lPB [> lp I. (6)

It is then convenient to define a reduced rr_mentum

PB _ e PB (7)

which is assumed to be of order _ = 1. In terms of P'B and QB, Equations (5b) yield QaB - e, _'*_t] ~ c.

Finally we rewrite Equation (5c) to make the weak coupling explicit

Pod = -aHs/a Q_ - _" o'_Qod (8)

The overall system now has 5 characteristic times: (1) "rv- 10"12 sec, the relaxation time of

the isolated bath; (2) 'rI, the characteristic time of the internal motions which are arbitrary;

(3) "rB~ e"1 "rv, the characteristic time for the isolated Brownian motions; (4) 'rR/_ ~ e.-2 .rv , th,.

relaxation time of the Brownian motions to equilibrium due to interactions with the bath; and

(5) "rR/~ _-2 "rv, the relaxation time of the internal motions of the heavy particles to equilibrium due

to interactions with the bath. We are assuming that the number of degrees of freedom in the

isolated bath is sufficiently large that its macroscopic variables decay to their equilibrium values

in the time "rv. However, the isolated heavy particles do not come to equilibrium because of their



small number of degrees of freedom. They approach equilibrium due to their interactions with the

bath. lt is the separation in time scales given above that enables us to obtain a simplified equation

of motion for the reduced heavy particle distribution function.

B. Liouville Operator

The Liouville operator for the overall system in X" _ Xv + XI + X*B (=-QB, P'B) space is:

' L(X*) =Lo(Xr,Q) +LI(XI,q,Q B) + LB (X B,q, QI) (9)

where

'gHv _ 'gHv a '9¢_ a
= .... +..----- ,.----. + _, _,

L° 'gp 'gq Oq 0p Oq Op (10)

'gHI '9 c)H I '9 '9V '9 ol_ 03.... +---....-., _ +_._+ _-_
LI 'gP I 'gQ I OQI 'g PI 'gQ I 'gP I O QI cgP I

and

'glib '9 'gV ,9 '9_ 03 J
_HB ' _ + .... + ' _ + (12)

LB = e - o3P*'--_ aQB 'gQB _gP*B aQB 'gP*B 'gQB 03P*B

The Liouville operator Lo corresponds to a system with Hamiltonian

H o = H v 4.¢' (13)



in which all of the motions of the heavy particle are fixed,

C. Equilibrium Prope.rties

Before prc,:.eeding with the derivation for the equation of motion for the reduced

distribution function of the heavy particles, it is convenient to study the equilibrium properties of

the overall system,

The equilibrium distribution function for the overall system is given by:

- #n ; -/m ,pe(X* )=e / e dx

The potential of mean force for the heavy particles in the presence of the bath is defined by

_ ] -/3¢,e _ (Q)- & e d_, (15)

where Pv is the equilibrium distribution function for the isolated bath, i.e,

- filly ; - filly _me / e dX v ,

Thus, Equation (14) becomes:

- tic, - _H,
Pve e (17)

Pe = f -/_H s -]_w '
dX* s e eJ



The equilibrium reduced distribution function for the heavy particles, We(X's), is given by:

- _H, -_
, f , e eWe (X s) _,1 Pe (X ) dXv = f -_H_ _ , ' (18)

e e- dX sJ

q

The equilibrium conditional distribution function for the bath, _¢ (Xr, Q), is given by

-_¢,
Pe (Xr,Q) = Pe / We = _ e e (19)

which is normalized, i.e.

f Pe dXv = 1, (20)

The distribution function Pe plays an essential role in our future developments, The bath

relaxes to this distribution function in the presence of fixed heavv particles on the time scale _'v,

Averages with this function are given by:

B _f -Pe B dX v (21)

/X

B = B - B (22)

where B is an arbitrary dynamical variable.

D. Derivation of the Fokker-Planck Equation

The equation of motion for the distribution function of the overall system, p(X*,t), is the

Liouville equation

...... .,rIFrI.... II, ...... II' ' II, ...... ,'l, r, '1',11.... r, IIr.... ,I ' _ll'rll,,, I'1.1 l'l I;'¢11_,_11,1'P_I"'" ' rill' 'li _l ....... IP_rqI _r'' II_]r Iii r



*, 'p (t) = L p(t ) , (23)at

In order to obtain an equation for the reduced non-equilibrium distribution function, W(X*s, t), tt is

convenient to introduced the projection operator, p1.4 which Is defined by

PB'= Pe I B dXv (24)

In particular:

Pp(t) = peW (t) _ y (t) (25a)

(l-P) p(t) =' z(t) , (25b)

,where W( s, t) is the time dependent reduced distribution function for t/le heavy particles, The

quantities y(t) and z(t) have the properties

_ y (t)dX v = W (t) (26a)

f z(t)dX v =0 (26b)

i,

The equations for the time derivatives of y(t) and z(t) follow from Equation (23) in the form:

y(t) = pe # (t) =pe fdX v L(y(t)+z(t)) (27a)

7.(t) = (l-P) L (1-P)z(t) +(1-P)l.y(t) (27b)

I,II ,1 rrllll II I , lr I lT "11 rl II li I1_ ' III] p]I I II I , ilL_l,llll II _ ...... Ii II ...... rl (llll,_ lt ' I¢
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We make use of the properties:

f dXv Lo B =0 (28)

f dXv L o oI B = L I dXv B (29)

f ,9(HB+V) ,9 f,gliB , ,9 + , , dXv B

+ e ,9QB ' °?P---T--BBdxv (30)

and Equations (26) to write Equation (27a) as:

,, o ._w ,9 w(t)
(xs ,t)=L_W(t) +X,gQI ,9P---7

,glib _9 ,9 (H B +V ) ,9 #w ,9 1

+ e -_._+ . .D_jW(t),gPB ,gQB ,gQB ,gP; + ,gQB ,gPB

+ _ "_-'YaPl a_QlZ(t)dXv +e ,9-'PTC). f.________z(t)dXvaQ B (31)

r,

where

,gQ aQ ' (32)

Equation (31) is exact and contains terms of order 1, ,t, ¢, _. and _ on the RHS.
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L

A

We now L'um our attention to Equation (27b) for _(t). The homogeneous term on the RHS _.an

be written

o I _O a lz(t)(1-P)L z(t) = (l-P) (L o +L I) z (t ) +(l-P) LB + _, O QI O Pl

=(L O +L_)z(t) + (l-P) LB +,_ 3Q'--"_-' z(t), (33)

The first term on the RHS of Equation (33) is of order 1 and the second term of order _. or e. The

inhomogeneous term is given by:

(I-P)L y (t) E (1-P)L (pe W(t))--. (l-P) EW(t) L Pe + Pe LW(t)I. (34)

Using Equations (10)-(12) for L and the definition of _¢ in Equation (19), we find

¢}HI 3/_0 _}HB ' _ (35)
.... + }Be_}--'_-B C}Q BL Pe G _2 _rl OQI

PL /_¢ =0. (36)

Since

W (t) =W (X *s , t) , (37)

L W(t) = (L I + LI])W (t) (38)

and

!!
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• /N

[ _/_'_19 I03 + e 03"-'_'°_QB 03_B°3 )(l-P) p, LW(t) = Pe _' Q_' 03p_ .* (t) . (39)

Thus, the inhomogeneous term beeomes:

03HI 03@ 03

_+ o +_-z_-,j+=oQ= =( ; - P )L y ( t ) = Pe _" 03Q I 03p, + t 03i#B ( t ) . (40)

Note that, as in the equation for W, the inhomogeneous term is of order _ or e. Substitution of

Equations (33) and (40) into Equation (27b) yields:

03--.-_-_., 03 )z(t)z(t) =(L°+L;)z(t)+(1-P) LB+;_ 03QI 03P--'T

+_ _oQ-T 7q/+__q)+ =oQ--7 -_- +_o,'_ _'_ _

Equations (31) and (41) are exact.

The exact formal solution of Equation (27b) is given by

fl e(1-P )L'rz(t) =e (I-P)Ltz(o) + . (1-P)L Pe W(t-'r)d_: (42)

which can be substituted into Equation (31) to yield

12
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i

3w 8 + e . , ,_+ _ W(t)
I/V (t)= L + ;_ a Q I ' ap'--"7 O_pB c/QB O_QB o_p,B

I 1 0,11"_ O 0H I '_O 0 + /J ? PB W (t -'_ ) (4 3)

Equation (43) is exact, lt contains Euler or streaming terms of order 1, e, or X; an initial value term

which is at least of order e or X; and time integrals over correlation functions which are at least of

quadratic order in e and/or X.

In order to reduce Equation (43) to manageable form we must be able to:

(a) Eliminate the initial value term containing z(0);

(b) Simplify the propagator e(I"P)L_;

(c) Obtain a simple expression for W(t-_) in terms of W(t).

Ali of these desiderata can be accomplished for small _, and ¢ and for time t > _'v for the

following reasons:

(1) Correlation functions of the fc'm Ae L°t B _ A'B tor t > _'v where A and B are

dynamical variables involving bath coordinates and momenta.

(2) eL°t z(o) decays to zero for t > "ev since the conditional bath distribution function

_o(t) _ Pe on this time scale.

(3) The Liouville operations Lo and L°I commute to order 1.

13
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To quadratic order in the smallness parameters e and ;Land for t > _'vwe find:2,3

(1) The initial value term is negligible.

(2) The limit of integration in the time integral in the last term on the RES of Equation

(43) can be changed from t to _.

C,ince this term is explicity of quadratic order in e and/or ,_, we need evaluate the

propagator and the time dependence of W(t-T) to order one only.

0 0

(LO+ L I)¢ eLo"c LI_(3) Thus: e(I-P)L_" =e = e

and
-- 0

(4) W_t 'r) _=e L'I'r- W(t)

Results (3) al_d (4) depend on the fact that the correlation function decays to zero for t > rv. Further
o

simplification arises because LI p_ ~ _. ,

Under these circumstances Equation (43) becomes:

14
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o &v O +e - ,_+ , W(t)

t/_ F (Q) : 0 I 0 OHB 1W+

_ m t, * a----w-
(t)

-BB O PI O P B P B J

"_ L o'¢ L ° 'r " O OHI O -L l 'r
+ rX o dc: o_eB e 1 _:OQI + _ d--_B-e W(t)

oo

+ _2 ./ dr. OQI OPI OQI "_/ + __/e l W(t) , (44)o I)

where

F = f dr, _ e L''r _ (45)= aQ'
o

Equation (45) is the desired generalized Fokker-Planck equation. It contains short range interactions

among the heavy particles in the V and w terms and long range hydrodynamic interactions due to

the dependence of the correlation functions in the quadratic terms on Q. lt contains Euler or

streaming terms of order 1, k or e. When the Euler operator acts on We, we get zero. The first two

quadratic terms are straigh forward and involve Fokker-Planck operators of the usual type. These

terms also have the property that when operating on We they yield zero to all orders.

The last two quadratic terms are more complicated and demand that we can obtain explicit
o

expressions for the dynamics included in LI . [They yield zero when acting on the equilibrium

distribution to lowest order,] The following approximations are valid in almost all cases'.

15
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(1) The potential of interaction between the bath and the heavy particles can be written

as O(q,Q) = @o(q,QB ) 4. _,O I(q,QB,QI )

(2) The dependence of O, on Ql is linear. In this ca,_e, the Us are functions of QB only, the

correlation functions in the last two terms become t_,_O e L°'r _'_' and we have to evaluate the
_Q o_Q

L I "r 0 OHI -L 1 "r
operator e + fl e acting on W(t).

These operators are easily evaluated if the internal modes are harmonic and we can neglect

the dependence of V on Q/. For one oscillator:

H l = Pi2/2# + l_ffd2 QI2/2 (46)

and

o o_ + #£._ZQl °_ (47)
Lx = _ (P, I _ ) oy2i Op--7

Then:

o

e -Ll_: W(t) =W (X I(_),X*B 't) (48)

where

Ql (T) = QI cos g2 _ 4. (Pl /l_Fd) sin "r

Pl ('r) = P1 cos ?2"r - #1"2QI sin Fd'r . (49)

Thus

16
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I

i

o

c) e- Lt'tW (_ ) a W ("r,t ) t'gQI ( _") c)w ("r,t ) c)PI ('r )_._...._ .- +

OpI o3Q1 ('c) OP! c)PI (T) OPI

cTW ( "r,t) 1 OW ( _,t )

= 30. i (_') kt----_sin a'l_ + OPI ('t) cos a'l_ (50)

where W(_,t) a W(XI('r), X'B, t) and

° ° 3W(t)
eLi _ 3 -LI¢ 1 t_W(t) sin ,C,t'r+ _ cos D'r , (51)

3P----_e W (t ) - #0 3Q.I 3P I

Further,

0 w 0
LI_ aH I

e fl -_l e LI"tW(t)= fl PI(-_)/#

= (fl /kt) (Pl cos £t_ + kt_Ql sin _;) (52)

and

°L I "_ a ctH I - "c
e + fl e Li W (t) =

os fl "c "_I + fl + kt"--"-l']-- + flktI22 Q I

Substitution of Equation (53) for each internal mode simplifies the last two terms in Equation (44). lt

is remarkable that the cos C2_in Equation (53) contributes to the dissipation while the sin f2'_ term

affects the dynamical oscillatory frequency.

17
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For a general system, with linear interactions with the bath, we can "write a compact form

for the operator

ITV, zV,l °
o 03HI -LI _

0 =-e LI'r 03 + fl e (54)

acting on the distribution function W(t), We use the following facts:

e W(Q,P't) =W (Qo('r),Po(_),t)-W ('r,t) (55)

where the subscript o implies that the _"time dependence is due to the Liouville operator L°I, It

then follows that

0

a e-L1 "r 03W (r,t) 03Qo ('r) 03W (1;,t) 03Po ('r)IN ( Q, P ,t ) = , + , (56)
03PI 03Qo ('r) 03PI 0 Po ('t') 03PI

and

17"r 03 -LO I LO
W(Q,P t)= e t'r 03Qo(_) , OW(Q,P,t)

e Op I e 1"c , OP I OQ

I LO 1 '

+ e t'r 03Po ('r) , 03W(Q,P t)

03PI 03P (57)
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The term

o o 1Ll "r o3HI aH I

where again the *.time dependence is due to the Liouville operator L°b A more convenient form for

this quantity can be obtained by noting that

aH I a (H l +V )

o_Pl a P I (59)

and that the Hamiltonian, Hl + V, is invariant to the time dependence generated by L°b Thus

0 0

eLzz c)HIO-T-= eL1Z ape) (H l +V ) (Qo (*')'Po (*.))
I l

L 0

= eLt _ o'_Qo(*.) . c_(HI+V )
aPI aQ (Q'P)

LIx aPo (*.) a(HI+V )

+ _ Pz a P (Q'P) ' (60)

Combining Equations (51) and (58), we obtain:

fEOW (Q,P t)= eLl "r °'_Qo(*.) . o_ +
' ap I _Q/

° I a(Hl+V))}+ le Ll['r °3P°(*.)0PI ' _0Opi 4. fl °3PI W (Q,P,t) (61)
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where we have used the facts that

aQo(_) IaPo(_') 1c)P I a P I are zero unless Q = QI (P = Pl),

' Substitution of Equation (61) into Equation (44) yields the following expression for the

quadratic terms:

l e:r :,ap.8 ai" + #a_=BB B P B

+e Jt I' : a C a aHB 1

• _' . +3 a'---T--=IB aPI C)P B P B J

a a'2 1 a O(H 1 +V ))+ e*z 'oy' + _' ' -g_z + _ ao I-BI B "II

+ e)_Z ' a--"-_---+ ; , a + 3 W (t) (62)
=BI B - II a Pl

where

i _ aQl [o
'_ e __u. e (63)

Lo'r _ L1"r a Qo (T)

X = dr aQ_ aP I=BI o

a t1,r aQo("g)VI
76-[ eQz eP_"I! o

I
^ L°,r 0 Po (r)

and Z (_ ) is obtained from X (_t ) byrepladng t'r OQo (r) by e t
=BI -II --BI "II aPI OPI
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E, Distribution Function for the Bath Particles

The technique that we have used also yields the first order terms in the expansion of

zCt) -_ pCt) - Pe W Ct) (65)

in powers of £and ;L, Using the approximations described above, we find that the non-equilibrium

conditional distribution function for the bath is given by

oo

0

"_ o_ CtHB "_ ,e I + _-_i je ' In W (t) (66)><oQ--;-'o,', + o.'. +

which is valid for t > _'vand to first order in the smallness parameters. The correction to Qe is due to

the fact that the bath does not adjust instantaneously to the state of the heavy particles. Note that

the correction term is zero for W(t) = We.

III. SMOLUCHOWSKI EQUATION FOR THE REDUCED DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION

We next study under what circumstances we can obtain a relatively simple equation for the

time dependence of the reduced distribution function in coordinate space, R(Q, t). This will occur if

the momentum relaxation of the heavy particles is faster than their relaxation in coordinate space.

The resulting equation - the Srnoluchowskt equation - is valid only for times longer than the

momentum relaxation time which is proportional to [_e2F/m] "1 and only for situations in which

c/R ts small in some sense.
_Q
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In order to simplify the algebra we shall co,'_stder the same overall system treated abow,, in

the absence of internal degrees of freedom, Again, we first examine the equilibrium forms of the

reduced distribution functions and then introduce a suitable projection operator' forn_lism,

The equilibrium form of W is given in Equation (18) by

-EIIB(Q,P) - ]]w (Q) - /Tc' (Q)
e e ¢

We (Q,P) =

i - EH (Q,P) -/_o(Q) -/_V (Q) (67)e B e e dPdQ

where we have dropl_,d the subscript B on Q and P, The only motions of the heavy particles now are

Brownian, The eqv'[ibrium coordiruate space distribution function is given by

_ _ j" - ,0HBe EWe flV e dP

R e (Q) [] j" W e d P = - EII ' (68)

Ie-_°e-_W d Q f e B dp

The equilibrium conditional distribution function for the momenta is given by:

FIe (P,Q) "W e (Q,P) / R e (Q)

-#H (O,P) j" - EHB(Q'P)d ,=e s / e P (69)

We recall that HB contains the kinetic energy terms for translation and rotation, The distribution

_/e is the form the momentum distribution function relaxes to for fixed Q,

A

We now define the projection operator P by 4:

P B = FIe BdP , (70)
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In particular,

A A

P W (Q,P,t) =H_ R(Q,t) = y (t) (71a)

and

^ A

(1- P )W (Q, P,t) = z (t) (71b)

where

j" Ad P y (t) = R (Q,t) (72a)

Ad P z (t) = 0, (72b)

The equation for Rr') is obtained by applying the projection operator _' to Equation (44), in

the absence of the internal modes, and integrating the results over P, The equation for _ is obtained
^

by applying the projection operator (1-P) to this equation, W_. rewrite equation (44) in the form:

(Q,P,t) =OEW (t) +ODW(t) (73)

where the Euler operator, OE, is gtven by

aHB d a(H B +V +w) a

OE "- a'--P-" a'-Q + aQ ' a-'-P' (74)

t

and the dissipative operator, OD, is

23
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Hel'el

0

is a symmetric tensor,

We make use of the properties:

f d PO D B =0 (77)

aH B
_--_, _ d P _ B (78)d PO E B = aQ _P

a ne
_HB He -(1/ft) fd P aPd P .--_--_ = = O (79)

to write

f _b//3 ^_--._-, d P z (t)
i_(at)=- aQ -ZT ' (80)

The equation for _(t) is

z(t) =(1-P)(O E +OD)Z(t)

^
^

+(1- P ) (O E +0 D) y (t) , (81)
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In addition to the properties in Equations (77)-(79) we use the fact that

^ Ue ) R (t) =00 D y(t) = (0 D (82)

to write the inhomogeneous term in Equation (81) as

^ A

(1-P)(O E +OD) y (t)=0 E ( I1e R(t))

= R(t)(O E I7 e ) + I7e 0 E R (t)

aH B
= R(t)O E FIe - FIe R(t) . (83)aP _Q

The effect of OE on F/e is most easily obtained by using the fact that

OE W e = 0=0 E ( FIe R e )

= Re 0 E Fie + FIeO E Re' (84)

Thus

aH

B _ In R e (85)

and Equation (83) becomes

(1-P )(o E+oD) _ (t) =- ft, -_-.--_-. -- aQ R(t) (86)

Substitution of Equation (86) into Equation (81) yields



A A A

z (t) =0 D z (t) + (1- P) 0 E z (t)

r7 , _ e R (t) (87)"'_L-_TJ oQ

which is an exact equation. It is important to note that

aH B
d P = O (88)

so that the average time dependence of Q goes to zero once the momentum distribution function has

relaxed. This implies that R(Q, t) relaxes more slowly than the momentum functior,.

The formal solution of Equation (87) is easily written down and substituted into Equation

(80) to obtain:

A

f aH B (1- P )(0 D +0E)t ^
a d P e z (0)i (t) =- 0---6' "Tf-

t aH B (1-Pa(O D+OE)r aHB" o,
0

a a In Re
• R (t) (89)

dQ aQ

Equation (89) is exact• It contains an initial value term and a time integral of a correlation function.

In order to simplify this equation, we make the assertion that all derivatives with respect

to Q have a smallness parameter 8 associated with them. Thus the initial value term is at least of

e)/-
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li,

order _, the time integral is at least of order _, OD is of order 1, and OE is of order S. We wish to

obtain an equation which is valid to order _2. The propagator eODt has the properties:

(1) eOpt ^
z (0)=0 for t > 'rp

Opt

where 'rp is the momentum relaxation time. Thus, to order _', and for t > 'rp, Equation (89) becomes:

. d'r d P D B . o_ R (t) (90)
R ( Q,t ) = aQ _ Fie _P _Q c)Q

o

In order to complete the derivation of the Smoluchowski equation we must study the effects
o_H c)H

eO D'r
on /_e __._.Bo_P ' We shall look at the effects of various powers of OD on He _)PB and look

of

at the results in terms of components in the multidimensional generalized momentum space of the n

heavy particles. We shall indicate components by Greek subscripts, use the summation convention

for repeated indices, and use the facts that the tensor _F'_is symmetric and that HB is a quadratic

function of the momenta. We obtain:

0 _i e aH B _ i_e 8H B
OD 8Pa aP_ (91a)
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|

i

c_ He 2HB

o_VT------_ - fl F , o_P o_ P 7'ez (91b1

/le aHB = /_e B a2HB - ]_ F , B
2

0 D °_PT' OPe' -_ F__, OPBP = o_Po _P0 '7' 7'c_

. (91c)

We define the tensor

T = F. 32HB
= = a P a_ P (92)

and write

= He o_-'--'_ 'e (93)

Substitution of Equation (93) into Equation (90) and integration over _ yields:
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b

Is ,FI,-IT-1± ,nR( O_.,t) = aQ a3P aP = ' _Q c_Q R (t)

0 K (Q)T -I ( c_ 0 InRe 1
= --' '= R(t) (94)

/cB T 0Q = (Q)' 0Q 0Q

where

aH aHB d P
K= (Q) E He c_P 0P

1 _2HB

/J _P aP (95)

Thus:

_i I,nR,lR(Q,t) =(k B T) 2 a . F (Q). R (t)_Q = aQ o_ Q

= (k B T)2 0 .F-1 _ 0(W +V ) + --_e d PaQ = (Q)' + ]3 o_Q I" _ _/_is R (t) (96)

Equation (96) is the desired result. The direct interactions are included in the w, V and _HB/o_Q

terms; the hydrodynamic interactions are included in F (Q) .

IV. ELLIPSOIDAL BROWNIAN PARTICLE

In the special case of a single ellipsoidal Brownian particle, the Hamiltonian may be

written as

29
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+ H v + _(r N ,R, 8,¢)

a 2
= H + P_,/2 I z , (97)

In Equation (97), R, and P refer to the center of mass position and momentum of the Brownian

particle. The angles ¢, 8, _ are the Eulerian angles described in Reference 5, and PC, PO, P_ are the

corresponding angular momenta. Ix = Iy and lz are the moments of inertia of the Brownian particle

[See Figure 4-6 of Reference 5 for the topology]. We must consider P_ to be an externally fixed

quantity since PV = O,and _gto be an auxilliary quantity determined by

= - (t). (98)L L 2o; 2 o

We write the Fokker-Planck equation as an equation for the distribution function W(R, P; O, PO, c_,

A

PC, t), which goes to Equation (44) with respect to the Hamiltonian H. The Smoluchowski equation

is ther_ for the distribution function R(R, 0, 0, t). From these equations, _t) can be determined. The

center of mass coordinates are special since the interaction terms go to zero when their relative

separation is > 4.

Due to the symmetries of this special case, certain simplifying relationships exist among

the elements of the interaction matrix F defined by Equation (45). The potential ¢ describing the

interaction of the ellipsoidal Brownian particle with a bath particle has the form

¢ (x 2 ,2 ,2= ' + y ,z ) . (99)
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0

We consider the radius of the bath particle tobe much smaller than the dimensions of the Brownian

particle, and thus treat the bath particles as point particles for simplicity. The primed coordinates

refer to the relative separation of the center of mass of the Brownian and bath particles, referred to

a rotated coordinate system. They are related to those in a nonrotated Cartesian coordinate sy_tem

by

X' =A, X. (100)

where the transformation matrix is g_ven by5

Icos _/ cosO- cos 0 sin C sin _/ , cos v/ sin _ + cos 0 cos _ sin lfr , sin _ff sin 0
A==i-sin V cos _ - cos O sin _J cos tfr , - sin _/ sin (J + cos 0 cos _ cos _/ , cos u/ sin 0 (101)

_,sin O sin (_ , -sin 0 cos _ , cos 0

Note that the potential _ is indeed independent of _ since

x,2 ,2 x2+ y = ( cos2 _+ cos2 e sin2 O) + y 2 ( sin 2 O+ cos20 cos2 gj)

+ z2 sin2 8 + 2(yz cos (J- xz sin _) sin 8 cos S + 2xy sin gJcos c_sin2 0 (102)

and

z' = x sin e sin O- Y sin 0 cos _ + z cos 8 (103)

Straight forward calculation leads to the following form for the interaction matrix

Fi/ = rji



r Fx x Fxy Fx z 0 0

F yx F yy F yz 0 0

F = Fzx F V Fzz 0 0

0 0 0 FO0 0

0 0 0 0 F¢¢

where the non zero matrix elements are

2z' z' >
Fxx _ 4( cos 2 _+ cos 2 0 sin 2 0) < @12x,x , > + 4 sin 2 8 sin 2 @ < _2 (104a)

!

Fyy = 4( sin 2 0+ cos 2 0 cos2 _) < O12x,x, > + 4 sin 2 0 cos20 < 022z , z'> (104b)

2X' x' 2
Fzz = 4 sin 2 0 < _1 > + 4 cos 2 0 < _2 z'z' > (104c)

2x, x,> -< 022z, z, > )Fry = Fy x = 4 sin 2 0 sin 0 cos @(< 01 (104d)

2x, x, > -< 022z, z , > )Fxz = Fzx =- 4 sin 0 cos 0 sin 0(< ¢1 (104e)

2x, x, > - < 022z, z , > )Fy z = Fzy = 4 sin 0 cos O cos 0(< 01 (104f)

2 2

FO0 = F¢0/ sin20=4< (01 -022 ) (z'x')(z'x') > (104g)

Note that

F = - F cos O
xz xy sin O cos 0

cos O

FYZ = FxY sin O sin
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We have defined

40
01 =

a (x' 2 +Y ,2 ) (105a)
i

40

02 = _,2 (105b)

oo

2 X' fo a01 o'r °_01
<01X' > = d_: x'e L x' _

o_(x '2 2 (196)+y' ) ol(x'2+y '2)

et.sim, for <02 x'x'>, etc,, and sums over ali bath particles are implied.

The inverse matrix =F-1 which enters the Smoluchowski equation for R [Equation (96)] can

now be obtained in terms of the matrix elements F/j, The result is

-1 -1
r.. =F..

-1 -1 -1
rxx r r_ 0 0xy

-1 -1 -1
Fy x Fyy Fy z 0 0

-1 -1 -1 -1

F = Fzx rzy rzz 0 0

0 0 0 FO° -1 0r"

-1

o o o o _r_

The matrix elements are as follows:

Fx x - 1 = (ryy rzz - ry z 2)/D ('107a )
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F - 1_j = (r xxr= - ra 2)/D
(107b)

r_ -1= (r_ r_ - r_y2)/D
(107c)

-1 -1

rxy = ryx =-(r vr,z- r_r=)/n (107d)

-1 -1

r= =r= =-(r,_r_-ryyr=)/n (107e)

-1 -1

Fyz = Fay = - (Fx.x Fyz - Fxz Fxy )/D (107f)

-1 -1

% = o=llroo,

where

D _ rxx (r'_ rzz -ry z 2) _ rxy (Gz rxy - r= r_ ) + rxz (rxy r._ -r.= ryy)

V, FUTURE WORK

As mentioned in the introduction, our work on the hydrodynamics of multicomponent

systems, begun in the first year, will be completed and documented.

The treatment of Brownian motion in nonequilibrium baths will be pursued using techniques

similar to those used in equilibrium systems. The interaction between bath and Brownian particle

motions will be studied. The relationship between the Fokker-Planck and Smoluchowski equations



I

!

in nonc._uilibrium baths and the equations of hydrodynamics will be investigated, Appropriate

hydrodynamic boundary conditions on the surfaces of the Brownian particles will be obtained,

The dependence of the transport coefficients (viscosity, diffusion constant, etc,) on the

concentration of the suspended particles will be studied, In particular, the origin of the surprising

experimental result that the diffusion constants of some large molecules are independent of

concentration as a result of cancellatiol_ between the effects of direct interaction and the

hydrodynamic interaction among the particles will be investigated, The distinction between short-

time and long-time diffusion constants will be pursued,

As a result of these investigations, the appropriate equations for the transport of suspended

particles or solutes will be obtained together with appropriate approximations for the dissipative

coefficients in these systems,
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